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Is it to be censored the behavior of an independent director of a public company that raises doubts, through 
letters and exposés to controlling authorities and bodies, on the fairness of executive directors and on the 
existence of a conflict of interests between the top management and the majority shareholder? This is what 
the AGM will be asked to vote upon on January 19th. The Japanese group, which holds a 50,77% stake, asked 
to add to the AGM’s agenda the proposal of an “action of responsibility” against Giuseppe Bivona, one of the 
three directors elected by minority shareholders upon suggestion of Elliott, the fund contrasting Hitachi since 
the tender offer on Sts. According to Hitachi, Bivona adopted “since the beginning” an “attitude (..) aimed at 
arbitrarily contrasting both Hitachi and the company’s actions”, and would also be in “conflict of interests”, for 
being a consultant of Elliott. Hitachi observes that Bivona sent 27 letters to the Board of Statutory Auditors, to 
Consob, to Milan’s public prosecutors, to BorsaItaliana, one to the lawyer Bruno Cova and three to the former 
Ceo Stefano Siragusa. Should the AGM approve the proposal, Bivona will be removed from office. Another 
shareholder, Amber, is afraid that Hitachi’s move is “just a technical tool to sideline an independent director 
who (…) would have only carried out his duty of protecting minority shareholders’ and the company’s interests”. 
 
In reply to Amber’s request, Sts published on its website a good part of the letters sent by Bivona, 194 pages. 
One of the first issues relates to the opportunity of a risk of conflict of interests due to the decision taken by 
the president of Sts, Alistair Dormer, and by the Ceo, Andrew Barr, to appoint lawyer Francesco Gianni, advisor 
of Hitachi during the process of acquisition of Sts, to the role of General Secretary of Sts. It is to note that 
Hitachi’s request to Sts for the integration of the AGM’s agenda, has been sent on December 29th from the fax 
machine of the lawfirm Gianni Origoni, of which Francesco Gianni is an associate. Bivona raised the issue of 
the committees of the BoD, made up exclusively by directors elected in Hitachi’s slate and considered by the 
BoD (by majority) “independent”; a requirement on which Bivona doubts, in particular for what concerns 
AlbertoDe Benedictis, former [employee] of Finmeccanica. In a letter dated December 23rd, Bivona highlights 
to havebeen requesting to three English directors of Sts if the company had been translating in English “the 
copious documentation” available in Italian, with his letters, that have been used by the BoD held on December 
19th to“censor” him. “The answer has been negative and it is enough”, writes Bivona, “to demonstrate the 
boldnessof a clearly specious action (…)”. It would be interesting to know what Consob replied to all those 
questions.An answer, apparently, never received. 


